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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

BRISTOL, SS SUPERIOR COURT 
CIVIL ACTION NO. 2473CV00249 

ROBERT BRANCA, TRUSTEE OF ) 
THE ANC NOMINEE REALTY TRUST ) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v.  ) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT  
)  OF MOTION TO INTERVENE 

TOWN OF WESTPORT )       
HISTORICAL COMMISSION, ) 

Defendants. ) 
) 

BACKGROUND 

The Proposed Intervenors 

The proposed intervenors in this matter are Pamela R. Trippe, Sally W. Harty, 

Trustee of the Sally White Harty Revocable Trust, John J. Moriarty, and Erin R. O’Boyle 

(hereinafter “Neighbors” or “Applicants”). All are residents of the Westport Point 

Historic District. Applicants Ms. Trippe and Ms. Harty are also abutters to the Plaintiff, 

Robert Branca, Trustee of the ANC Nominee Realty Trust (hereinafter “Plaintiff”). 

Applicants move to intervene as party-defendants in the above-captioned action under 

Mass. R. Civ. P. 24(a)(2) and/or 24(b) for the reasons set forth herein. 

Summary of Underlying Dispute and Interests of Applicants 

The homes of the Applicants and the Plaintiff are located in the Westport Point 

Historic District (“the Historic District” or “the District”), which is governed by M.G.L. 

c. 40C; the Westport By-Law, Article LIX (“By-Law”); Westport Historical Commission

Rules and Regulations (“Rules”); and the Westport Point Historic District Guidelines 

(“Guidelines”) (attached collectively as Exhibit A-1, A-2, A-3 and A-4). The Historic 
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District has been in existence since 1973. Its purpose is to preserve one of Massachusetts’ 

most beautiful, historic villages that is comprised of more colonial-era homes than just 

about any other town in Massachusetts. Ms. Trippe’s and Ms. Harty’s as well as 

Plaintiff’s homes are on the Westport River with magnificent views of the harbor and 

river. The abutters’ homes are their permanent full-time residences. Their homes are 

located in very close proximity to the Plaintiff’s summer residence and the expansive, 

elevated structure that he has built in the Historic District without first obtaining one of 

the three Certificates required from the Westport Historical Commission (the 

“Commission”). 

Photo taken from the West Branch of the Westport River showing the Plaintiff’s structure and the 

abutters’ homes 

The Commission is entrusted with carrying out three primary mandates with 

regard to oversight of the Westport Point Historic District. The Commissions’ efforts to 

uphold and enforce these mandates are of critical importance to maintaining the unique 

ambiance and historical characteristics of the District both now and into the future. These 

three mandates are set forth in the Guidelines as follows: 

• To preserve and protect the distinctive characteristics and settings of
buildings and structures at Westport Point (the Point) significant to the
history of Westport and to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
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• To assure that alterations and addition to all buildings and structures are
not incongruous to the historic aspects or the architectural
characteristics of the existing building or structure or its surroundings.

• To assure that new construction is compatible with neighboring
buildings and fits into the context of the District.

Exhibit A-4 – Guidelines for the Westport Point Historic District, p. 1 (2017) (emphasis 

added). 

The nub of this case can be summarized readily. The Plaintiff maintains that the 

structure he has built and wishes to finish is exempt completely from the review 

jurisdiction of the Commission because he alleges that (a) it is a wall and (b) is not 

viewable from a public body of water. The Applicants maintain that all exterior 

construction projects in the District are within the review jurisdiction of the Commission 

in that such projects must first receive one of three certificates from the Commission 

before any work can commence.1 The second issue is one of precedent. Applicants 

strongly believe allowing Plaintiff’s construction project to stand creates a precedent that 

completely undermines the authority of the Commission and the integrity of the District. 

Further, Applicants assert that, if Plaintiff truly believed that his project was exempt from 

review jurisdiction, then the proper procedure would have been to apply for a Certificate 

of Non-Applicability. Such an application would have allowed the Commission to 

confirm (or not) the Plaintiff’s belief that his project was exempt. If the Commission 

1 The Guidelines expressly affirm Applicants’ position, stating: “No exterior work may be initiated without 
a Certificate from the WHC. The Westport Building Department will not issue a building permit without a 
Certificate. Changes initiated without a Certificate may be stopped by the Building Department and the 
owner may be subject to fines, and to a Superior Court order requiring restoration work done in violation of 
this law.” 
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agreed it was exempt, it could have then provided the requested Certificate to the 

Building Inspector documenting this fact prior to the issuance of building permit. 

No such process happened here. Instead, the Plaintiff applied for two successive 

building permits without any request for a certificate from the Commission. The permits 

were erroneously issued on March 28, 2023 and May 5, 2023. See Exhibits B and C, 

respectively. The Building Inspector apparently believed, based on the permit 

Applications, that Plaintiff intended to build an inground pool at grade not viewable from 

a public body of water which would be exempt from review by the Commission 

(Westport ByLaws, Sections 5911, A.1. and A.7.)  As a result, the Building Inspector 

issued the building permits without first ensuring that the condition precedent of 

obtaining a Certificate from the Commission had been met. And, as a result, none of the 

Plaintiff’s abutters and neighbors in the District received notice or an opportunity to be 

heard in relation to his very substantial construction project in the heart of the District.  

Plaintiff’s abutters and neighbors first realized the magnitude of what the Plaintiff 

was constructing early in the Fall of 2023 when he constructed a 5000 square foot, 

structurally engineered rebar and concrete foundation on the property that was entirely 

incongruous with the historic context and surroundings of the District. This was brought 

to the attention of the Building Inspector, Ralph Souza at that time.  The Applicants did 

not sit on their hands and wait until Plaintiff had spent hundreds of thousands of dollars 

to complain as Plaintiff has alleged. They acted as soon as they knew what was 

happening.  

Here, Applicants maintain that both of Plaintiff’s rationales for commencing 

construction in the District without requesting any certificate are legally untenable. The 
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rebar and concrete foundation that Plaintiff has constructed is anything but an exempt 

“wall”.  Rather, it is a structure that stands 8.8 feet high, contains an internal equipment 

room complete with a window and door, and would hold approximately 15,000 cubic 

yards of material. There would be no need for an engineers’ stamp on a drawing of a 

wall. Plaintiff’s contention that this is a wall is patently absurd. A wall is a divider of 

spaces. This is a structure that encompasses spaces; it does not divide them. It would 

enclose a room and serve as a foundation for a swimming pool, a spa, a pergola and a 

kitchen. It is anything but a wall. 

If these facts alone were not already enough to confirm that Plaintiff’s project 

requires Commission review, the additional fact that the structure can be viewed from a 

public body of water from three directions does. Plaintiff knows full well that his project 
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is viewable from a public body of water which completely undermines his claim of 

exemptions and this Appeal.  

 

 

 

Plaintiff’s Complaint correctly states that the exemption criteria requires that the 

structure not be viewable from a public body of water. Yet he knows that his elevated 
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structure is viewable from the Westport River from the South, West and Northwest.  The 

Plaintiff, a Massachusetts attorney and real estate developer, nevertheless claims without 

any merit that his project is exempt. In the same pleading, Plaintiff asserts two mutually 

exclusive, inconsistent propositions.   

It is irrefutable that Plaintiff’s project is an engineered structure that is viewable 

from a public way which the statute, ByLaws and Guidelines all define as including a 

public body of water and, as such, requires either a Certificate of Appropriateness from 

the Commission or a Certificate of Hardship. Had the Plaintiff applied at the outset for a 

Certificate of Non-Applicability for his project based on his alleged belief that it was 

exempt from needing one of the other two certificates, he would have quickly learned 

otherwise and would have been able to immediately correct his course. He did not. 

Instead, he appears to have invoked a tactic of seeking forgiveness rather than 

permission.  Any harm that Mr. Branca allegedly sustained is entirely self-inflicted. 

The Guidelines in place for exterior projects in the District confer specific value, 

benefits and assurances to homeowners in the District. The fact that a home is situated 

within the District adds enhanced value and appeal to that property because owners in the 

District can rely on the fact that they will all have to play by the same rules when 

undertaking exterior projects there. This, in turn, ensures that the historical landscape, 

buildings, views, and the overall “context” of the District remains harmonious, now and 

into the future. When, as here, a property owner in the District ignores the Rules and 

Guidelines of the Commission, the integrity and congruity of the District and its 

surroundings are placed at risk. Such unilateral non-compliance with District Rules and 

Guidelines harms the property interests of other owners in the District and, to an even 
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greater extent, the property interests of those owners with property in close proximity to 

that of a non-compliant property, in this case, the Intervening Abutters.   

 The Commission has denied Plaintiff’s Application for a Certificate of 

Appropriateness on the merits largely because the structure, which is viewable from the 

Westport River, is entirely inconsistent and incongruous with the values and aesthetics of 

the District that the Commission is entrusted to uphold.  

 

 

 

 

Here, the Plaintiff knew the pool and its encompassing structure would require a 

Certificate of some type even if it was, as he allegedly and incorrectly believes, an 
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exempt project. We know that the Plaintiff knew that a certificate was required because 

he had previously obtained such a Certificate of Appropriateness from the Commission 

prior to changing his roof in 2021. Further, Plaintiff knew that the pool and the structure 

could both be viewed from a public way, i.e. a public body of water, which also 

categorically negates its exemption from review.  See, Town By-Laws, Section 5911, 

A.7, and Guidelines Section 3.B. And if that is not enough evidence of the Plaintiff’s 

prior knowledge of the requirement for a Certificate, the Guidelines should have cleared 

up any misconceptions. Under Section 3, “Basics for Owners” the Guidelines provide the 

following clear instructions: 

“No exterior work may be initiated without a Certificate from the 
WHC. The Westport Building Department will not issue a building permit 
without a Certificate. Changes initiated without a Certificate may be 
stopped by the Building Department and the owner may be subject to fines, 
and to a Superior Court order requiring restoration work done in violation 
of this law.” (emphasis added).  
 

 In error, the Building Inspector issued two building permits for Plaintiff’s project, 

one for the pool and one for the structure, mistakenly believing that the work was 

exempt. He also failed to obtain a certificate from the Commission which is required 

whether the project is exempt or not. Plaintiff claims the Building Inspector obtained the 

greenlight from the Commission in a conversation with its Vice-Chair, William Kendall. 

Mr. Kendall vigorously denies this allegation. (See Transcript of Commission Meeting of 

December 4, 2023, at page 2, attached hereto as Exhibit D.)  Moreover, Mr. Kendall did 

not have the authority to give a “greenlight” to the Building Inspector as the Guidelines 

expressly provide that, for Certificates of Non-Applicability, only the “Chair and clerk 

can issue this certificate without waiting for a full meeting.” (Exhibit A-4 - Guidelines, 
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p. 6). In any event, an exempt project still requires a Certificate of Non-Applicability, 

which the Plaintiff here neither requested nor received prior to seeking a building permit 

and initiating construction.  

Importantly, the erroneous issuance of a building permit to the Plaintiff for this 

project provides no safe harbor from the requirement of obtaining a Certificate from the 

Commission. The Massachusetts Building Code provides that a Building Permit issued in 

error may be voided. 780 CMR 105.6. After the construction commenced and the 

neighbors could see the size, scale, and the height of the foundation, they promptly 

brought the matter to the attention of the Commission and the Building Inspector and a 

stop work order was issued on November 17, 2023. See Exhibit E.  

 The Commission voted unanimously to deny Plaintiff’s application for a 

Certificate of Non-Applicability on December 26, 2023 (See Exhibit F), a Certificate of 

Appropriateness on February 5, 2024 (See Exhibit G), a request for a continuance on 

February 5, 2024, and a request for reconsideration on March 5, 2024. The Town has 

recently filed an enforcement action against Plaintiff seeking a halt to construction, the 

removal of what was built and daily fines. (See Exhibit H.)  

Here, the Applicants’ constitutional interests in the use and enjoyment of their 

property2, as well as their interest in maintaining the economic value of their property, 

stand to be significantly diminished, if the Plaintiff were to prevail. The rules of the 

Historic District innately enhance the value of property in the District by ensuring that the 

historic, beautiful, and quaint village allure of the District remains intact. Many of the 

 
2 The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has expressly affirmed that a person’s “right to use and enjoy 
their property is constitutionally secured by arts. 1, 10, and 12 of the Declaration of Rights and the 
Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.” Kennie v. Natural Resource Dept. of Dennis, 
451 Mass. 754, 760 (2008).  
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homes were built in the 1700’s and are meticulously maintained. The precedent this case 

would create would be a significant depreciator of those values. If an owner can build 

what he wants in violation of the requirement that he or she first get a certificate from the 

Commission (and thereby avoid complying with the aesthetic and other building 

requirements in the District), the unique characteristics and context of the District would 

be irreparably altered and diminished. 

 The abutters will be harmed even more significantly if the Plaintiff were to 

prevail and be allowed to complete this project as currently proposed. First, their use and 

enjoyment of their homes will be severely impacted by the elevated entertainment 

compound proposed. The associated elevated lights, glass glare, and view obstructions 

will disturb their enjoyment of what has historically been a peaceful and tranquil 

environment. The abutters’ homes are in a most tranquil and bucolic of settings.   The 

impacts on Ms. Trippe and Ms. Harty would be very significant personally and 

substantially as to their properties’ respective values.  
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The Applicants have argued throughout the underlying proceedings that it is 

essential that this case not establish the precedent that a person can build what they want 

in the Historic District without Commission involvement and get forgiveness later. It 

would completely undermine the authority of the Commission, the integrity of its rules, 

and thwart the Commission’s responsibility to effectuate and maintain its mandates as to 

the Westport Point Historic District. The Applicants are concerned that the very nature of 

one of Massachusetts’ most historic villages would devolve into just another waterfront 

playground with no regard for the historic preservation that has been sacred to the 

homeowners who regard themselves as custodians of their properties. A view down Main 

Road in the District would demonstrate why Applicants wish to hold the line against 

unpermitted development that is incongruous with these values and the context and 

aesthetics of the District. 
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The Applicants therefore move to intervene in this matter to protect the 

substantial interests that may be impaired by the disposition of this litigation. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

Intervention is Appropriate Under Rule 24 (a) or (b) 

 Mass. R. Civ. P. 24 (a)(2) permits one to intervene as of right where (1) the 

applicant claims an interest relating to the property which is the subject matter of the 

action and (2) he is situated such that the disposition of the action may impair or impede 

his ability to protect that interest and (3) where the applicant’s interests are inadequately 

represented by the existing parties.  

 In addition, a person may intervene with the Court’s permission “when an 

applicant’s claim or defense and the main action have a question of law or fact in 

common.” Mass. R. Civ. P. 24(b). “A judge has broad discretion in deciding whether to 

permit intervention.” Cruz Management Co. Inc., v. Thomas, 417 Mass. 782, 785 (1984). 

“In exercising its discretion, the Court shall consider whether the intervention will unduly 
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delay or prejudice the adjudication of the rights of the original parties.” Mass. R. Civ. P. 

24(b).  

 In this case the Applicants should be permitted to intervene as of right or with the 

permission of the Court. As discussed below, the applicants have a significant interest in 

this litigation and the disposition could significantly impair their ability to protect their 

interests. The Town of Westport’s interests are not synchronous with those of Applicants. 

A. The Applicants’ Own Property Interests Are At Issue, Their Ability To Protect 
Their Interests At Risk, And They Are Inadequately Represented By Existing 
Parties 
 
 In this case, the Applicants have significant personal interests in the outcome of 

this litigation. Plaintiff’s construction is located immediately adjacent to the homes of 

abutters Trippe and Harty and in close proximity to the other Applicants. The values of 

all of their homes will be diminished substantially in the event that Plaintiff’s 

construction project is allowed to be completed as planned and as partially constructed. 

There is no question that the values of the homes of the immediate abutters will 

decrease. The elevated lights, glass glare, and view obstructions will adversely impact the 

value of the homes of Ms. Trippe and Ms. Harty, as well as their ability to enjoy the 

historic setting and context of their properties. Photographs of the construction site from 

the homes of Ms. Trippe and Ms. Harty are attached as Exhibit I Further, if the 

construction is allowed to remain unchanged, the enforcement capacity of the Historic 

District will be greatly diminished if not negated by the established precedent, in which 

case the values of all the District’s homes will be diminished, including those of 

Intervenors.  
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Evidence at trial will establish that the appraised values of the homes in the 

District are significantly enhanced due to the Rules and Guidelines that are in place and 

have been enforced to ensure the historic integrity and congruity of the District. The 

Town of Westport has no legal responsibility to protect the real estate values of the 

homes of Ms. Trippe, Ms. Harty or any of the other Applicants. But the outcome of the 

litigation will impact those values either by maintaining them or devaluing them, if 

Plaintiff were to prevail. This dichotomy, as well as the others, fully justifies and requires 

that Applicants be allowed to intervene to protect their property interests. 

Further, Plaintiff seeks an injunction to allow him to continue construction under 

his current plan prior to trial. Applicants oppose such an injunction and seek to defend 

against Plaintiff’s claim that he should be granted such preliminary relief. It is possible 

that the Town could conditionally assent to the construction before trial with the Plaintiff 

assuming the risk of having to remove the structure if he does not prevail. Such an 

attempt to obtain pretrial permission from the Town to build an unpermitted structure 

would harm each of the vital interests of Applicants without their ability to protect or 

advocate for themselves, unless intervention is permitted.  

It must be noted that a pretrial resolution of this litigation between the Plaintiff 

and the Town of Westport could significantly impact the Applicants’ interests without 

taking those interests fully into account (if at all). In fact, that is a very possible result of a 

pretrial resolution between the existing parties because it is not the Town’s responsibility 

to protect the specific property interests and rights of the Applicants. Negotiations to 

reach a compromise with Plaintiff would certainly be in the Town’s financial interest but 

could be inimical to the positions and interests of the Applicants. Courts have recognized 
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that a party’s potential to compromise in a manner that would be prejudicial to the 

persons seeking to intervene can constitute evidence that representation by existing 

parties may be inadequate and therefore that intervention is justified. Nextel 

Communication of the Mid-Atlantic v. Town of Hanson, 311 F. Supp.2d. 142, 152-53 (D. 

Mass. 2004).  

Finally, the glaring dichotomy between the interests of the Town and the 

Applicants arises from the consequences of allowing Plaintiff’s development to be 

completed as designed. As designed, it will be an outdoor entertainment center of 

significant scale. It will cover over 5,000 square feet of surface area and will be elevated 

roughly 8.8 feet above grade, not including the pergola which would add approximately 

15 vertical feet.  As referenced above, it will contain a large swimming pool, a spa, an 

outdoor kitchen, a pergola, and associated lights, a reflective glass pool wall, and 

equipment. The elevated noise and lights from this large development in very close 

proximity to the homes of Ms. Harty and Ms. Trippe will have a profound impact on the 

quality of their lives at home, where they spend most of their time. The Town of 

Westport is not responsible for protecting the property rights of individual property 

owners in the District and, in that respect, allowing intervention so that these property 

owners can protect their own interests is also justified. 

B. Intervention Will Not Create Undue Prejudice Or Delay 

 Allowing the Applicants to intervene will not cause undue prejudice to the parties 

or cause any delay. The Applicants have been involved in this dispute since its inception 

in the Fall of 2023. And this motion is being filed at the very outset of the litigation.  The 

Applicants have no interest in delaying the proceedings or otherwise interfering with the 
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parties’ attempts to litigate this matter. They simply wish to be present to ensure that their 

interests are protected and not compromised. It is especially appropriate to allow their 

intervention to prevent multiple and inconsistent rulings. Furthermore, the Applicants’ 

vested interest in this case affords them significant and unique factual knowledge that 

may be beneficial to the Court and central to the disposition of this case.  

CONCLUSION 

 The present Motion to Intervene should be allowed because the Applicants have a 

substantial personal interest related to the property which is the subject matter of this 

litigation and the disposition of this matter without their involvment could impair their 

ability to protect their interests. Further, their interests are not adequately represented by 

the existing parties because the Town of Westport has a separate and different set of legal 

responsibilities that do not completely align with those of the Applicants. Also, the Town 

has the potential for compromise due to significant financial constraints that could place 

the Applicants’ interests at risk. Applicants’ intervention would not cause any undue 

delay or prejudice, nor would the Applicants’ presence interfere with the existing parties’ 

ability to assert their respective claims or defenses. Accordingly, the Court should allow 

intervention as of right, or in the alternative, with the Court’s permission pursuant to 

M.G.L. c. 40A, s. 17 and Mass. R. Civ. P. 24(a)(2) and 24(b). 
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The Applicants, 

     By their attorneys, 

     FEINGOLD | BONNET-HÉBERT, P.C. 

 

     _______________________________________ 
     Robert B. Feingold, Esq., BBO#161520 
     Heather M. Bonnet-Hébert, Esq., BBO#660534 
     25 Elm Street, Suite 201 
     New Bedford, Massachusetts 02740 
     508-999-1119 
     508-999-0300 (facsimile) 
     bfeingold@rbflaw.net 
     heather@rbflaw.net 
 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I hereby certify this 10th day of April, 2024 that a true copy of the foregoing 
pleading has been served via email to all counsel of record as follows: 
 
For Plaintiff:  Kelley A. Jordan-Price, Esq. 
   Mackenzie C. McBurney 
   Hinckley Allen & Snyder LLP 
   28 State Street 
   Boston, MA  02109 
   kprice@hinckleyallen.com 
   mmcburney@hinckleyallen.com 
 
For Defendants: Roger L. Smerage, Esq., Town Counsel 
   KP Law, P.C. 
   101 Arch Street, 12th Floor 
   Boston, MA  02110-1109 
   rsmerage@k-plaw.com 
 
 
 

         
      Robert B. Feingold, Esq.  
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